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Revolutionary retail guru Paco Underhill is back with a completely revised edition of his classic,
witty, best-selling book on our ever-evolving consumer culture—full of fresh observations and
important lessons from the cutting edge of retail, which is taking place in the world’s emerging
markets. New material includes:The latest trends in online retail—what retailers are doing right
and what they’re doing wrong—and how nearly every Internet retailer from iTunes to Ebook
Library can drastically improve how it serves its customers.A guided tour of the most innovative
stores, malls, and retail environments around the world—almost all of which are springing up in
countries where prosperity is new. An enormous indoor ski slope attracts shoppers to a mall in
Dubai; an uber luxurious São Paulo department store provides its customers with personal
shoppers; a mall in South Africa has a wave pool for surfing.The new Why We Buy is an
essential guide—it offers advice on how to keep your changing customers and entice new and
eager ones.

“Byron Katie is one of the truly great and inspiring teachers of our time. She has been
enormously helpful to me personally. I love this very wise woman, and I encourage everyone to
immerse themselves in this phenomenal book.”—Dr. Wayne W. Dyer“A Thousand Names for Joy
is a vivid and powerful portrait of the awakened mind. I am captivated by Katie’s clear mind and
loving heart, which offer the world a simple process to find joy. Who knew? Katie did, and what a
blessing she offers to us all.”—Iyanla Vanzant, founder, Inner Visions Institute“Katie’s teachings
and everyday life are pure wisdom. A Thousand Names for Joy shows us the way to inner peace,
and she directs us there fearlessly, relentlessly, and with utmost generosity. I have rarely seen
anyone—spiritual teachers included—embody wisdom as powerfully as Katie in her passionate
embrace of each and every moment.”—Roshi Bernie Glassman“Byron Katie’s Work . . . acts like
a razor-sharp sword that cuts through illusion and enables you to know for yourself the timeless
essence of your being.”—Eckhart Tolle, author of The Power of NowAbout the AuthorBYRON
KATIE has introduced her simple yet powerful method of self-inquiry to millions of people
throughout the world. Her website is www.TheWork.com.STEPHEN MITCHELL’s website is
www.StephenMitchellBooks.com.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1The
tao that can be toldis not the eternal Tao.You can't express reality in words. You limit it that way.
You squeeze it into nouns and verbs and adjectives, and the instant-by-instant Xow is cut oV.
The tao that can be told isn't the eternal Tao, because trying to tell it brings it into time. It's
stopped in time by the very attempt to name it. Once anything is named, it's no longer eternal.
"Eternal" means free, without limit, without a position in time or space, lived without
obstacle.There's no name for what's sitting in this chair right now. I am the experience of the
eternal. Even with the thought "God," it all stops and manifests in time, and as I create "God," I



have created "not-God." You can substitute anything here--with the thought "tree," I create "tree"
and "not-tree"; the mechanism is the same. Before you name anything, the world has no things
in it, no meaning. There's nothing but peace in a wordless, questionless world. It's the space
where everything is already answered, in joyful silence.In this world before words, there is only
the real--undivided, ungraspable, already present. Any apparently separate thing can't be real,
since the mind has created it with its names. When we understand this, the unreal becomes
beautiful, because there's nothing that can threaten the real. I don't ever see anything separate
called "tree" or "you" or "I." These things are only imagination, believed or unbelieved.Naming is
the origin of all the particular things that make up the world of illusion, the dream world. To break
oV part of the everything and name it "tree" is the Wrst dream. I call it "Wrst-generation thinking."
Then thought begets thought, and we have "tall tree, beautiful tree, tree that I want to sit under,
tree that would make good furniture, tree that I need to save," and the dream goes on and on. It
takes a child just a moment to fall into the dream world, the dream of a world, when she Wrst
connects word with thing. And it takes you just a moment to question it, to break the spell and be
grateful for the Tao of everything--tree, no tree; world, no world.When the mind believes what it
thinks, it names what cannot be named and tries to make it real through a name. It believes that
its names are real, that there's a world out there separate from itself. That's an illusion. The
whole world is projected. When you're shut down and frightened, the world seems hostile; when
you love what is, everything in the world becomes the beloved. Inside and outside always
match--they're reXections of each other. The world is the mirror image of your mind.Not believing
your own thoughts, you're free from the primal desire: the thought that reality should be diVerent
than it is. You realize the wordless, the unthinkable. You understand that any mystery is only what
you yourself have created. In fact, there's no mystery. Everything is as clear as day. It's simple,
because there really isn't anything. There's only the story appearing now. And not even that.In
the end, "mystery" is equal to "manifestations." You're just looking from a new perspective. The
world is an optical illusion. It's just you, crazed and miserable, or you, delighted and at peace. In
the end, "desire" is equal to "free from desire." Desire is a gift; it's about noticing. Everything
happens for you, not to you.I have questioned my thoughts, and I've seen that it's crazy to argue
with what is. I don't ever want anything to happen except what's happening. For example, my
ninety-year-old mother is dying of pancreatic cancer. I'm taking care of her, cooking and
cleaning for her, sleeping beside her, living in her apartment twenty-three hours a day (my
husband takes me out for a walk every morning). It has been a month now. It's as if her breath is
the pulse of my life. I bathe her, I wash her in the most personal places, I medicate her, and I feel
such a sense of gratitude. That's me over there, dying of cancer, spending my last few days
sleeping and watching TV and talking, medicated with the most marvelous painkilling drugs. I
am amazed at the beauty and intricacies of her body, my body. And the last day of her life, as I sit
by her bedside, a shift takes place in her breathing, and I know: it's only a matter of minutes now.
And then another shift takes place, and I know. Our eyes lock, and a few moments later she's
gone. I look more deeply into the eyes that the mind has vacated, the mindless eyes, the eyes of



the no-mind. I wait for a change to take place. I wait for the eyes to show me death, and nothing
changes. She's as present as she ever was. I love my story about her. How else could she ever
exist?A man sticks a pistol into my stomach, pulls the hammer back, and says, "I'm going to kill
you." I am shocked that he is taking his thoughts so seriously. To someone identiWed as an I, the
thought of killing causes guilt that leads to a life of suVering, so I ask him, as kindly as I can, not
to do it. I don't tell him that it's his suVering I'm thinking of. He says that he has to do it, and I
understand; I remember believing that I had to do things in my old life. I thank him for doing the
best he can, and I notice that I'm fascinated. Is this how she dies? Is this how the story ends?
And as joy continues to Wll me, I Wnd it miraculous that the story is still going on. You can never
know the ending, even as it ends. I am very moved at the sight of sky, clouds, and moonlit trees. I
love that I don't miss one moment, one breath, of this amazing life. I wait. And wait. And in the
end, he doesn't pull the trigger. He doesn't do that to himself.What we call "bad" and what we
call "good" both come from the same place. The Tao Te Ching says that the source of everything
is called "darkness." What a beautiful name (if we must have a name)! Darkness is our source. In
the end, it embraces everything. Its nature is love, and in our confusion we name it terror and
ugliness, the unacceptable, the unbearable. All our stress results from what we imagine is in that
darkness. We imagine darkness as separate from ourselves, and we project something terrible
onto it. But in reality, the darkness is always benevolent.What is the "darkness within darkness"?
It's the mind that doesn't know a thing. This don't-know mind is the center of the universe--it is
the universe--there's nothing outside it. The reason that darkness is the gateway to all
understanding is that once the darkness is understood, you're clear that nothing is separate
from you. No name, no thought, can possibly be true in an ultimate sense. It's all provisional; it's
all changing. The dark, the nameless, the unthinkable--that is what you can absolutely trust. It
doesn't change, and it's benevolent. When you realize this, you just have to laugh. There's
nothing serious about life or death.2When people see some things as good,other things
become bad.When they believe their thoughts, people divide reality into opposites. They think
that only certain things are beautiful. But to a clear mind, everything in the world is beautiful in its
own way.Only by believing your own thoughts can you make the real unreal. If you don't separate
reality into categories by naming it and believing that your names are real, how can you reject
anything or believe that one thing is of less value than another? The mind's job is to prove that
what it thinks is true, and it does that by judging and comparing this to that. What good is a this
to the mind if it can't prove it with a that? Without proof, how can a this or a that exist?For
example, if you think that only Mozart is beautiful, there's no room in your world for rap. You're
entitled to your opinion, of course, but other people think that rap is where it's at. How do you
react when you believe that rap is ugly? You grit your teeth when you hear it, and when you have
to listen (maybe you're a parent or a grandparent), you're in a torture chamber. I love that when
mind is understood, there's room for rap as well as for Mozart. I don't hear anything as noise. To
me, a car alarm is as beautiful as a bird singing. It's all the sound of God. By its very nature, the
mind is inWnite. Once it has questioned its beliefs, it can Wnd beauty in all things; it's that open



and free. This is not a philosophy. This is how the world really is.If you believe that anyone's
action is bad, how can you see the good in it? How can you see the good that comes out of it,
maybe years later? If you see anyone as bad, how can you understand that we are all created
equal? We're all teachers by the way we live. A blind drunk can teach more about why not to
drink than an abstinent man in all his piety. No one has more or less goodness. No one who ever
lived is a better or a worse human being than you.A mind that doesn't question its judgments
makes the world very small and dangerous. It must continue to Wll the world with bad things and
bad people, and in doing so it creates its own suVering. The worst thing that ever happened
exists only in the past, which means that it doesn't exist at all. Right now, it's only a stressful
thought in your mind.Good things, bad things; good people, bad people. These opposites are
valid only by contrast. Could it be that whatever seems bad to you is just something you haven't
seen clearly enough yet? In reality--as it is in itself--every thing, every person, lies far beyond
your capacity to judge.Once you no longer believe your own thoughts, you act without doing
anything, because there's no other possibility. You see that all thoughts of yourself as the doer
are simply not true. I watch the hand that I call mine move toward the teacup. It has such
intelligence, glides through the air so purposefully, arrives at the cup, Wngers close around the
handle, hand lifts cup, brings it to the lips, tilts it, tea Xows into mouth, ahh. And all the time, no
one is doing it. The doer is quite another, the one beyond the story of "I am."Things seem to
arise, and the Master lets them go because they're already gone. This apparent letting-go is not
some saintly act of surrender. It's just that nothing ever belonged to her in the Wrst place. How
could she not let go of what doesn't exist except as the story of a past or a future?She has only
what she believes herself to have, so she has nothing, she needs nothing. She acts and waits for
the miracle of what is, expecting nothing that would spoil the surprise. When her work is done,
she forgets it, because there's nothing to remember. It's done. It's gone. She can't see what
doesn't exist. Was her work good or bad? How ridiculous! Did it penetrate deeply or have no
eVect whatsoever? As if that were any of her business! Will it last forever? Did it last even for an
instant?3Practice not-doing,and everything will fall into place.If you overesteem great men, you
can't recognize the greatness within yourself. Any quality that you esteem in others is what you
see, after all, and what you see comes from you. You undervalue yourself when you displace it
and separate it from its origin. Admire Jesus' compassion or the Buddha's wisdom all you want,
but what good can their qualities do you until you Wnd them in yourself?The mind is always
looking for value. When it projects qualities away from itself, it robs itself of its own value. It starts
traveling out of itself to Wnd what it thinks it lacks, and its travels are endless, and it can never
Wnd its home.The Master leads simply by being. "Being" looks like doing the dishes, answering
the phone and the e-mail, shopping, going to work, driving the kids to school, feeding the dog,
doing one thing at a time, without a past or future. She doesn't empty people's minds. She
doesn't have to (even if that were possible). The way she helps people is by living out of don't-
know, can't-know, no-need-to-know, not-possible-to-know, nothing-to-know. People are attracted
to a life lived with such weightlessness, such lightness of heart. They begin to notice where they



are, who they are, looking into the living mirror without their stressful thoughts.I'm preparing a
salad. I see Xashes of colors. My hands begin to reach for what calls out to me. Red! and I reach
for the beets. Orange! and I reach for the carrots. Green! and my hands move to the spinach. I
feel the textures, I feel the dirt. Purple! and I move to the cabbage. All of life is in my hands.
There's nothing lovelier than preparing a salad, its greens, reds, oranges, purples, crisp and
juicy, rich as blood and fragrant as the earth. I move to the countertop. I begin to slice.Just when
I think that life is so good that it can't get any better, the phone rings and life gets better. I love
that music. As I walk toward the phone, there's a knock at the door. Who could it be? I walk
toward the door, Wlled with the given, the fragrance of the vegetables, the sound of the phone,
and I have done nothing for any of it. I trip and fall. The Xoor is so unfailingly there. I experience
its texture, its security, its lack of complaint. In fact, the opposite: it gives its entire self to me. I
feel its coolness as I lie on it. Obviously it was time for a little rest. The Xoor accepts me
unconditionally and holds me without impatience. As I get up, it doesn't say, "Come back, come
back, you're deserting me, you owe me, you didn't thank me, you're ungrateful." No, it's just like
me. It does its job. It is what it is. The Wst knocks, the phone rings, the salad waits, the Xoor lets
go of me--life is good.Read more
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Ebook Library Reader, “he explores some of the numerous factors that cause consumers to
purchase a good or service or deter them from making an acquisi. In Paco Underhill’s
informative text, Why We Buy: The Science of Shopping, he explores some of the numerous
factors that cause consumers to purchase a good or service or deter them from making an
acquisition. Through detailing way sin which stores craftily set consumers up to buy as ways in
which they may inadvertently be driving shoppers away, Paco Underhill writes to both retailers
and consumers. Explaining the value of the science of shopping to those on the business end of
purchases and making consumers aware of ways in which stores and companies target them
are his objectives for writing this book. Unconventional ideas that he shares, some he openly
admits to varying greatly from that of his peers, combined with proof and examples from his time
working in the industry of analyzing consumers allows Why we Buy: The Science of Shopping to
be a page turning informative text with shocking insight about scenes that we see every day and
rarely think twice about. It is rare for me to flip through a three-hundred page book in the span of
two days, but I was very interested in Underhill’s style of writing as well as how affected I have
been by some of the methods he mentions as a consumer. This text goes beyond textbook
information and uses workplace examples of those who track shopping habits as a living to
explain the prominence of this “science” in the modern era.The first point that is brought up for
evaluation is the importance of understanding customer behavior in a given store and adjusting
it accordingly. Paco Underhill gives multiple examples of ways in which he has increased stores
sales by 20% or higher through moving displays, changing signs and other small corrections.
Validating these points, it is explained that customers may not enter a department from an
anticipated angle and displays should accommodate the most common entry into a section. I
found the idea of personal space as an issue to be very interesting and did not expect
customers being bumped once to deter them from an entire section of a store. Furthermore, it is
interesting how much goes into planning the layout of a store and that simply moving a rack out
of a high traffic area can be extremely effective in boosting its sales.Another reoccurring point
that is brought up is the changing dynamic of customers and of shopping in general. Previous to
reading Why We Buy: The Science of Shopping, I had not given much, or any, thought to why
certain products were placed at designated shelf heights or that stores would have to change in
the not so distant future to accommodate the large, rising market of elderly baby boomers.
Underhill refers to the video tapes he studies for various stores throughout his text and utilizes
one of an elderly woman unable to reach the dog treats that she wants and of the child who
shares a similar problem. This ties into the section in which senses were emphasized as
extremely important to the facilitation of sales. After walking past countless mirrors in Macy’s and
other retail stores enticing me to try on necklaces and picture how I would look walking around
with various handbags on my shoulder, it never occurred to me that this was exactly the store’s
intention. Being able to touch items, see them up close and for some products even smell them



increases the chance that they will buy something. The examination of comfort and ease of
shopping was a fascinating section of this book, and has made me a more aware shopper. Signs
being broken up for easy comprehension, space between clothing sections and clear packaging
have all stood out to me recently and realize that they are influential in the shopping process.
Moreover, I was interested in the differences that are described between men and women in
their shopping habits. Men asserting a sense of pride and not asking for help while women will
not hesitate a help desk create a stark contrast. Underhill uses this to highlight how different
groups have to be marketed to in different ways and that two people can go through the same
store and have entirely different experiences. Overall, Paco Underhill is extremely successful in
validating the claims that he makes as he backs them up with real examples as well as results.
Every assertion that he makes is followed up by some recorded instance in a real store that he
has worked with and is followed up with the solution and result of the solution on the store’s
profit. Even bringing attention to some everyday observations and supporting them with logic
were effective ways of conveying his ideas. For example, to explain how the placement of goods
in supermarkets can affect sales, Underhill brought attention to the fact that all supermarkets put
milk in the back because it is one of the most commonly purchased goods and this causes
customers to go through the entire store before finding what they came for, and hopefully they’ll
purchase something else.The only part of this book that I did not find interesting or helpful were
the concluding chapters. It felt like he ran out of ideas, but felt the need to fill more pages due to
the fact that the beginning of the book was filled with valuable information. A few pages were
largely dedicated to the plane industry and the world cup with very little information about
marketing. But, the preceding chapters would cause any reader to think back to a time when
they perhaps have fallen victim to one of the marketing schemes that apparently most stores
utilize. Many sections I just found to be shocking and was even provoked to reread. Who would
have thought that there would be a drastic difference in the percentage of women who will
purchase jeans that they bring into a fitting room versus men would be 65% to 25%? (Underhill
10). After reading Why We Buy: The Science of Shopping, I feel as though I have gone through
countless stores and have witnessed and made too many purchases to have never noticed the
consumer behavior that I am surrounded by. This text is eye opening and a bit concerning as it
makes you realize how much you haven’t noticed about the world around you. Paco Underhill is
extremely effective in conveying to readers the ways in which businesses encourage shopping
and how important certain overlooked aspects are. Emphasizing comfort and ease of shopping,
product placement and predicting customer’s actions are all focal points of Why We Buy: The
Science of Shopping. I would recommend it to anyone, even someone with no interest in
marketing or shopping, simply to make oneself more aware as a consumer. Particularly, I would
recommend this book to anyone who enjoys walking around the mall, like myself, because it was
fun to make self-realizations and understanding why I make some purchases while
simultaneously gaining insight about retail marketing.”



saggio33, “Must Read but.... I first read the original version of this book years ago and still insist
that people working on my teams (for retail clients) read this book as a primer to understanding
key elements of the retail buying experience. However, as someone who spends considerable
time in the digital world and working with some of the largest retail brands in the world around
their digital and omni-channel efforts, I can't help but agree with many of the other reviewers that
Mr. Underhill still hasn't realized the seismic shift of how the internet and digital is changing the
retail landscape and how people shop. I always chuckled at his comments from the 1999
version about how the Internet would never "seriously challenge real live stores" given we live in
a tactile-deprived society who crave touch. But I gave him a pass on this since no one knew for
certain what the future held back in those days - I too was in the middle of that bubble too and
our firm was heavily involved in both ethnographic research techniques and the digital economy
and a lot of people, myself included, got some things wrong.But when I bought the new version
recently with, the subtitle of "Revised for the Internet", I was hoping Mr. Underhill would have
evolved his point-of-view on the role of the Internet and perhaps taking a mea culpa stance
about his mistaken prediction. But he didn't really. The same line is in there (on page 168) with
no alteration. And the Chapter on the Internet is woefully lacking. A first year analyst at our firm
could provide more insightful observations on the impact of the Internet on today's retail
environment and Mr. Underhill seems to be more intent on defending his original statement than
offering up an enlightened perspective informed by his obvious expertise in retail and human
behavior.Let's look at the fact: while absolute online sales still only represents about 8% of US
retail sales, that is still far from just a minor sideshow but one might still argue his point that, at
less than 10% of all sales, it is still not seriously threatening physical retail. But Amazon is
obviously a major retail power at this point and strikes fear into the heart of almost every
traditional retailer in the market except perhaps Wal-Mart. It is the consumers' changing
behavior as a result of the Internet and of mobile along with the innovation at places like
Amazon, Google, and all across Silicon Valley, that are forcing a re-definition of retailing. Mr.
Underhill - the Internet is absolutely causing a seismic shift in retail that cannot be denied. In
2011, according to some research papers, more than half of retail sales were attributed to "Web
lnfluenced sales" (the offline purchase was influenced by online research. I think this is
overstated in terms of 2011 impact based on some of our research; however, it is more than just
a complement - it is a major driving force. Forrester recently predicted that more than $1.6
trillion dollars in retail sales by 2016 will be attributed to cross-channel sales and, when you
combine that with direct eCommerce sales, that is again pointing to more than half of the retail
activity being directly impacted by the Internet. Let's not forget that e-Commerce sales are
growing by 17% per year, far outpacing the rest of retail, but, again, more importantly, the role
digital and the Internet play in the overall shopping experience is the radical change in shopping
behaviors. It is the integrated, omni-channel experience that is what is transformational for
retailers and shoppers today and Mr. Underhill barely scratched the surface on this topic which
is was fine in 1999 but not acceptable in 2009. And definitely not now! All retailers are worried



about the impact of "Showrooming" but very few (less than 15% by some reports) actually have
a strategy to address this coming storm. Go check out thinkwithGoogle (no, I don't work at
Google) and you'll stat after stat making this point. For example, nearly 80% of consumers are
using smartphones while in the retail store and the list goes on and on. And it is accelerating,
largely driven by mobile adoption. Wal-mart believes that 40% of all their online traffic will on
smartphone and tablets this holiday season. To avoid beating a dead horse, I will end the
critique there.I do think Mr. Underhill has some amazing insight into the science of shopping and
it is found, in part, here in this book. And, despite his seemingly blind spot for the role of digital
and the Internet and its massive impact on that science, I do still strongly recommend this book.
Just be sure to put his perspective into the context of the broader set of research out in the
market today that perhaps is not as blinded by what I can only believe is a refusal just to admin
"Damn, I was wrong" and move on and apply his valuable insight into the dynamic space that is
the evolution of retail. I'd love to see a new updated version with enhanced thinking in that area
come out soon before this valuable read goes the way of Blockbuster into oblivion.”

Maarten de Vries, “Buy why we buy, but only for the bricks, not the clicks. An excellent book,
both for retail experts, who need to go back to the basics, and for complete newbies, who need
to start there. I'm somewhere in between and, for me, there were three great themes running
through this book...Firstly, it explains, with many great examples, how tiny things can make a
huge difference. Of course, this idea is well known, as the butterfly effect, tipping point etc, but
it's so beautifully visible in retail. They don't say "retail is detail" for nothing!Secondly, it shows
that, while most of these details are common sense, they are still being missed all the time,
because you simply can't see them in the Board Room. You have to go on to the Shop Floor and
see what's happening on the ground. That goes for all industries, but again, it's so visible in
retail, and Paco has all the examples to prove it.Lastly, Paco's book, which includes a lot on his
personal life, shows that true dedication leads to true expertise, and there's just no beating true
expertise! Yes, as a previous reviewer points out, he does use the whole book to advertise his
company, but, in my opinion, there's no harm in demonstrating that you're good at what you do.
How else will people know about it?Having said that, I agree with other reviewers, that the last 4
chapters, about the Internet and global retailing, are a bit disappointing, after you've read the
first 16. In the Internet chapter, Paco expresses some interesting opinions, but it lacks the
scientific basis that gives the book its subtitle, and doesn't really answer the big question: how
bricks and clicks will co-exist in the future. Perhaps Paco should write a sequel with someone,
who knows clicks as well as he (Paco) knows bricks.In the global retailing chapters, Paco
becomes a travel writer, with some interesting anecdotes and examples of innovative retailers,
but again, no scientific basis, and not a lot of structure. There is room for a sequel here, too, and
this time, Paco could easily write it himself, together with all the esteemed colleagues from
Milan, Sao Paolo, Tokyo etc. he goes to great lengths to praise.Still, on balance, this is an
excellent book, and in my view, the last 4 chapters don't spoil it, they just don't do it any favours.



I'm looking forward to those sequels!”

James Llewellyn, “If you're interested in retail this is the only place to start. Needs to be read and
re-read by anyone involved in retail. 2nd edition worth the investment as contains new
examples, and serves as an excuse to re-read. The core messages are unchanged as they
should be and will stand the test of time. Section on eCommerce still stands out as odd but
more of a polemic against the internet at large than a serious interrogation of selling online.This
is a book about the wonderful nuance of shopping in stores and how retailers and manufacturers
can be more in tune with this behaviour to increase sales and loyalty.”

magdabf, “Very good informative book!. I purchased this book (Polish edition, but my husband
has an English copy, as well) during my Fashion Management studies in order to learn more
about buying habits of customers (not just in fashion). The author gives a lot of examples of how
we act (mostly subconsciously) when it comes to shopping. His conclusions are backed up by
various studies. If you want to know, what tricks companies use to persuade you to buy the next
pair of jeans that you not necessarily need right now, read "Why we buy".Easy and enjoyable
read!”

Mr. N. Coakley, “why we buy. interesting read”

Ian Anderson, “Brilliant and actionable insights.. The master of shoppers behaviour. Paco has
overseen thousands of hours of footage of people shopping to learn why we behave the way we
do. Brilliant and actionable insights. Also recommend the 'Call of the Mall'.”

The book by Michael R. Solomon has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 619 people have provided
feedback.
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